Automated platform for high-throughput screening of base-modified aptamers for affinity and specificity
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Summary

Aptamers incorporating chemically modified bases can achieve superior affinity and specificity compared to natural aptamers, but their discovery remains a labor-intensive, low-throughput task. Here we describe the ‘non-natural aptamer array’ (N2A2) system, which enables fully automated, high-throughput screening of base-modified aptamers using a minimally modified Illumina MiSeq instrument. We demonstrate the capability to screen multiple different base modifications to identify the optimal choice for high-affinity target binding. We further use N2A2 to generate aptamers that specifically recognize protein posttranslational modifications, and which maintain strong target affinity in serum. Finally, we demonstrate comprehensive profiling of single- and double-base aptamer mutations to rapidly identify key sequence motifs responsible for binding activity in a single run. N2A2 requires only minor mechanical modifications to the MiSeq and a software suite for automation that we have made freely available. As such, we believe our platform offers a broadly accessible and user-friendly tool for generating custom reagents on-demand.
Introduction

Aptamers made of DNA and RNA have shown the capability to bind many types of biomolecules with excellent affinity and specificity.\textsuperscript{1,2} However, due to the limited chemical repertoire of natural nucleic acids, the range of biomolecules that aptamers can recognize pales in comparison to protein-based reagents. Non-natural aptamers that incorporate chemically modified bases can potentially overcome this problem. For example, the pioneering work of Gold and coworkers has shown that the addition of hydrophobic groups to the aptamer structure greatly enhances the affinity and specificity of aptamers for targeting proteins. They showed that such base-modified aptamers could be generated with high affinities ($K_d < 10$ nM) for $\sim 84\%$ of the human proteome, versus the $< 30\%$ that were suitable targets for natural aptamers.\textsuperscript{3} In principle, base-modified aptamers can incorporate a myriad of chemical functional groups beyond those found in nature. This offers the exciting potential for generating affinity reagents for a broader spectrum of proteins as well as non-protein analytes that would be difficult or impossible to target using conventional antibodies, including small molecules, post-translational modifications, and complex carbohydrate structures.\textsuperscript{4}

To date, there have been two main approaches for generating base-modified aptamers. The first uses engineered polymerase enzymes to incorporate chemically-modified nucleotides directly into the aptamer sequence.\textsuperscript{5} Although several groups have achieved success on this front,\textsuperscript{6,7} this strategy can result in compromises in terms of the fidelity, processivity or stability of the resulting enzyme. Furthermore, every new chemical modification is likely to require a new round of polymerase engineering, and some modifications will simply be too bulky to be accommodated by any polymerase enzyme. An alternative strategy, first described by Tolle \textit{et al}, uses a copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) ‘click chemistry’ reaction\textsuperscript{8,9} to couple azide-modified functional groups onto alkyne-modified nucleobases (or vice versa).\textsuperscript{10} This approach is compatible with commercially available enzymes and allows researchers to incorporate modified bases bearing virtually any functional group. However, it still represents a considerable time investment to identify the appropriate base modification for a given target, and the synthesis and screening of base-modified aptamer libraries can be a daunting and labor-intensive task, particularly for laboratories that are not already specialized in aptamer discovery. This difficulty is reflected in the fact that only a few base-modified aptamers have been reported in the
and represents a serious constraint on the research community’s capacity to efficiently generate high-quality affinity reagents for a truly broad spectrum of targets.

As a solution to this problem, we have developed an integrated system for the automated generation, screening, and characterization of base-modified aptamers. Our ‘non-natural aptamer array’ (N2A2) system uses a modified version of a benchtop high-throughput DNA sequencing instrument – the Illumina MiSeq – to characterize binding of $\sim 10^7$ base-modified aptamers in parallel. N2A2 employs a click chemistry-based modification approach that enables efficient incorporation of virtually any chemical functional group with commercially available polymerase enzymes. In each experimental run, sequence-defined libraries of base-modified aptamers are directly synthesized at assigned locations within the flow-cell, and then incubated with different concentrations of labeled target, with binding measured directly from each base-modified aptamer cluster. This approach allows users to readily screen a variety of different functional groups in order to identify the best chemical modification for the target. Although other groups have repurposed sequencing instruments for the screening of natural DNA and RNA aptamers, N2A2 represents the first automated system that enables screening of base-modified aptamers. And critically, N2A2 is straightforward to implement for any lab with access to a MiSeq, requiring only minor mechanical modifications to the instrument (i.e., a few tubing changes) and a suite of custom software that we have made freely available.

As an initial demonstration of this platform’s capabilities, we used N2A2 to rapidly identify which chemical modification confers superior binding to aptamers for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). This enabled us to isolate a tryptophan-modified aptamer with significantly better affinity than the best VEGF aptamer reported to date. N2A2 also enables simultaneous screening for specificity as well as affinity by performing runs in which base-modified aptamers are challenged with either a counter-target for negative selection or screened in a complex and interferent-rich sample matrix. We first exploit this capability to isolate base-modified aptamers that can discriminate targets based on post-translational modifications—in this case, glycosylation. Such modifications can profoundly alter the functional characteristics of a protein, and the selection of modification-specific antibodies generally remains a difficult task. Specifically, we screened a tryptophan-modified library to isolate a base-modified aptamer that can bind to sialic acid-modified fetuin but not to asialofetuin, which lacks this post-translational modification. We also generated a highly specific phenylalanine-modified aptamer for the hormone insulin by
screening in diluted serum, obtaining molecules that exhibit superior binding performance to a previously reported aptamer, which no longer exhibits measurable target affinity in this complex background. Finally, we show that N2A2 can efficiently characterize the contributions of individual nucleotides to secondary/tertiary structure and target binding for base-modified aptamers by generating interaction ‘landscapes’ for comprehensive sets of single- and double-mutant sequences. Our results suggest that it should be possible to use this data to further tune and optimize the binding of newly identified base-modified aptamers. We believe that N2A2 offers a simple, user-friendly approach for rapidly generating high-quality base-modified aptamers without specialized expertise or infrastructure, and thus has the potential to greatly accelerate biomedical research by enabling many research labs to generate custom reagents on demand.

Results and Discussion

Overview of the non-natural aptamer array (N2A2) platform

N2A2 offers an integrated automated workflow for the parallel screening of ~10^7 unique base-modified aptamer candidates in terms of both affinity and specificity. The N2A2 was fabricated by converting the Illumina MiSeq instrument such that base-modified aptamer clusters can be synthesized and characterized directly on the sequencing flow-cell (Figure 1A). The workflow entails three main steps: sequencing, conversion, and in situ screening (Figure 1B). It begins with sequencing of a DNA library; during the paired-end turnaround and second read of the sequencing process, the DNA clusters are converted into base-modified aptamer clusters. The flow-cell is then incubated with fluorescently labeled protein to screen for affinity and specificity, with intensity information collected for each cluster. These sequencing and screening data are processed to generate a phenotype-genotype linked map of all the clusters.

The initial libraries comprise a randomized region flanked by a forward primer (FP) and reverse primer complementary (RPc) sequence. We pre-enriched our initial library for binding to the target using one or two rounds of screening with conventional selection methods in order to reduce the pool’s diversity to a scale that can effectively be screened on the N2A2. The pre-enriched aptamer pool is amplified with a pair of adaptor sequences (Table S1), producing a library of aptamers that feature an EcoRI recognition sequence adjacent to the RPc sequence (Figure 1C).
In a separate amplification step, Nextera XT indices that include the Illumina-defined flow-cell primers are also added onto the 5’ and 3’ ends of each library molecule. Once the library is prepared, we perform paired-end sequencing of the aptamer pool with a 150-cycle V3 MiSeq kit. During this process, the aptamer pool is displayed on the flow-cell as antisense strands, with a 5’ reverse primer sequence and 3’ forward primer complementary sequence. Sequencing produces a FASTQ file that represents these sequences as sense strands.
**Figure 1.** Overview of N2A2. A) N2A2 uses a MiSeq flow-cell to generate base-modified aptamer clusters and screen their performance. B) The workflow begins with sequencing of a DNA library. During this process, the DNA clusters are converted into base-modified aptamer clusters, which are then incubated with fluorescently-labeled protein to screen for affinity and specificity, with intensity information collected for each cluster. C) The initial DNA pool, which comprises a randomized region (gray) flanked by primer-binding sequences (magenta, dark green), is subjected to two amplification steps to introduce Illumina flow-cell primer sites (pink, purple), Illumina ‘adaptor’ sequencing primers (gold, orange), Illumina-defined indices (teal, dark blue), and an EcoRI cut site (light green). D) The base-modified aptamer synthesis process. (1) DNA is covalently attached to the flow-cell, natural DNA clusters are formed, and sequencing by synthesis is performed. (2) During the paired-end turnaround, C8-alkyne dUTP is incorporated into the DNA by KOD-XL polymerase. (3) Flow-cell primer 2, index 2, and adaptor 2 sequences are cleaved from the clusters by EcoRI. (4) An azide-tagged functional group is conjugated to the alkyne handle via click chemistry. E) Assessing binding on the flow-cell surface. (1) Base-modified aptamer clusters are incubated with a fluorescently-labeled sequence complementary to a fiducial mark DNA, which is included in the assay as a positive control, and then imaged. (2) The aptamers are first incubated with a low concentration of fluorescently-labeled protein and imaged, and then (3) this process is repeated with higher concentrations of fluorescently-labeled protein.

The conversion of the DNA into base-modified aptamers is achieved through a four-step process (Figure 1D). The first read of sequencing generates the natural DNA template and FASTQ data (step 1). Second, during the paired-end turnaround step, C8-alkyne-dUTP is substituted for native dTTP during bridge PCR using the KOD-XL polymerase, which can incorporate this modification with high fidelity (step 2). This produces aptamer clusters with alkyne click handles on the flow-cell, which are compatible with post-synthesis modification via a click chemistry reaction. This enables us to modify every T with virtually any chemical functional group that we wish to incorporate. Third, we use EcoRI digestion to remove the adaptor and flow-cell primer sequences that were added to the 3’ end of the aptamers during cluster formation in order to prevent potential steric hindrance between the aptamer and the target (step 3). As mentioned above, our library incorporates an EcoRI recognition sequence between the aptamer and the adaptor 2 primer; by hybridizing a complementary strand to this primer and the EcoRI recognition sequence, we form a double-stranded cut-site that enables enzymatic excision of the 3’ sequencing primer, index, and flow-cell primer sequences. Finally, during the second read of the paired-end sequencing process, the desired chemical modifications are conjugated to the aptamer through click chemistry (step 4).

Importantly, the entire process of converting DNA into base-modified aptamers is completely automated, with no manual intervention. This was achieved by editing the XML files to direct the instrument to incorporate additional reagents (i.e., non-natural dNTPs, KOD-XL...
enzyme, EcoRI enzyme, and buffer) stored in the custom primer tubes in the sequencing cartridge. Details of the modifications to the XML files are provided in the SI. Only modest hardware modifications are required, as shown in Figure S1. Control experiments for converting DNA into base-modified aptamers are shown in Figure S2.

Once the conversion process is complete, we perform affinity screening in situ within the flow-cell. A single fiducial mark sequence is included in the library of DNA that has been sequenced. We incubate the flow-cell with a fluorescently-labeled fiducial mark complement oligo, which serves as a positive binding control in all steps of the experiment (Figure 1E, step 1). Next, we incubate the aptamer clusters on the flow-cell with fluorescently-labeled target proteins (Figure 1E, step 2), wash with buffer, and use the built-in imaging system of the MiSeq instrument to capture images of the flow-cell. These images provide the fluorescence intensity of all clusters simultaneously, which is representative of the amount of target bound. Next, we increase the concentration of the target protein, wash, and image, repeating this process until we have a binding curve at multiple concentrations, which represents the binding affinity (Figure 1E, step 3). As we demonstrate in later sections, it is also possible to perform this process in complex matrices such as serum, which allows us to measure the specificity as well as the affinity of individual base-modified aptamers on the flow-cell.

We have developed custom software tools to directly link the sequence of every base-modified aptamer on the flow-cell with its affinity measurements. This is achieved by creating a 1:1 mapping between the aptamer sequence and the fluorescence intensity profile of its cluster across a range of target concentrations. Briefly, we extract the internal binary files produced by the MiSeq software during image analysis. The MiSeq’s internal algorithm performs background normalization and Gaussian intensity fitting to convert raw cluster images to mapped cluster intensities. These are organized into .locs files, which contain the unique physical address of each cluster (expressed as the cluster’s tile on the flow-cell and x/y-coordinates on that tile), and .cif files, which contain the extracted fluorescence intensity of each cluster in each of the four fluorescence channels. Together, these files provide an intensity map of every cluster on the flow-cell. Next, we extract the tile and x/y-coordinates for each sequence as provided in the output files using the .fastq format. In this way, we obtain both sequence and location information for each cluster on the flow-cell. Finally, we cross-reference the intensity map from the .locs and .cif files
with the sequence map obtained from the .fastq file in order to create a linked 1:1 sequence-intensity map. This yields a direct link between an aptamer’s sequence and its intensity at a given target concentration.

**N2A2 enables screening of multiple chemical modifications**

The automated design of N2A2 makes it straightforward to rapidly compare different chemical modifications in order to identify the optimal choice for a given target molecule. As a demonstration, we assessed how two different chemical modifications— the amino acids tyrosine (Y) and tryptophan (W)—impact the affinity of base-modified aptamers for VEGF. We conducted three separate screens, assessing VEGF binding to natural DNA, Y-modified, and W-modified aptamers. We chose Y and W modifications because they are known to critically contribute to epitope recognition in antibodies. It should be noted that although thymine was replaced with Y- or W-conjugated uracil during our screen, the modified bases will be referred to here as ‘T’ for ease of reading.

We first pre-enriched a random library of $10^{14}$ sequences by performing a single round of traditional SELEX followed by a single round of particle display (Figure S3). The resulting nucleic acid pool was then screened on N2A2, either as natural DNA or base-modified DNA. In each experiment, we also included a positive control sequence – the published VEGF aptamer SL2B ($K_d = 0.50 \pm 0.32$ nM)$^{23,24}$ – and a negative control sequence that does not bind VEGF (Table S1). To minimize the effect of measurement noise, we averaged the fluorescence intensity of aptamers represented by more than 10 clusters with identical sequences on the flow-cell. The fluorescence measurements for each sequence are shown as a function of VEGF concentration in Figure 2A–C for natural, Y-modified, and W-modified DNA, respectively.

W-modified aptamers exhibited considerably higher affinity for VEGF compared to natural DNA or Y-modified aptamers. For example, we clearly observed binding at 100 pM VEGF with the W-modified aptamers (Figure 2C), whereas binding was not detected at concentrations below 10 nM VEGF for the natural DNA aptamers (Figure 2A). We also observed increased background binding with the two modified libraries, as indicated by the intensity of the modified negative control sequence (orange regions in Figure 2B, C), which is a consequence of the general affinity-enhancing characteristics of these modifications in T-rich sequences (Figure S4).
Figure 2. N2A2 screening of aptamer library binding to fluorescently-labeled VEGF. Binding curves are shown for A) natural DNA, B) tyrosine (Y)-modified DNA and C) tryptophan (W)-modified DNA. Black lines show mean binding curves for all unique aptamer candidates. Blue shaded region indicates intensity from the positive control aptamer ± 1 S.D, and orange shaded region shows background intensity from the negative control sequence ± 1 S.D. D) Flow cytometry characterization of a strong VEGF binder identified by N2A2. W-modified aptamer V4 (black) shows greater affinity for VEGF than the positive control aptamer, SL2B (blue).

We next examined the performance of base-modified aptamer families and individual rare sequences. We identified unique sequences that appeared in all three N2A2 experiments, and used the FASTAptamer software\textsuperscript{25} to group sequences with a Levenshtein edit distance of 6 or less into families. We characterized sequences from families 1, 3, 10, 14 and 341, since they represent
sequences that exhibit either weak (10), intermediate (1 and 3), or strong (14 and 341) binding at 1 nM VEGF relative to the negative control. The intensity data for all individual sequences and families in the tryptophan experiment are plotted in Figure S5A and B. We then synthesized consensus sequences for each of the five families to test as aptamer candidates.

To study rare individual aptamers, we applied stringent filtering to our aptamer sequences. Starting again from the unique sequences that appeared in all three N2A2 experiments, we filtered according to two rules: 1) the binding intensity at 0 nM VEGF had to be < 50 a.u. to eliminate false positives, and 2) the binding intensity at the highest concentration of VEGF had to be greater than the average intensity of the positive control aptamer at the same concentration. We further narrowed these candidates down to aptamers for which the binding intensity at the highest VEGF concentration exceeded the average fluorescence intensity of the positive control plus one standard deviation. This extremely stringent rule left us with a high-quality aptamer subset representing well below 1% of the total number of unique sequences, a subpopulation that most likely would not have been found without the screening capabilities of the N2A2 (Table S2). We synthesized three rare sequences with the highest fluorescence intensity, and which did not belong to one of the five families already being characterized.

We measured the affinity of each of these eight W-modified aptamer candidates via flow cytometry at 1 pM–100 nM VEGF to create full binding curves. Curve fitting was performed using nonlinear regression in Prism, and K_d measurements are reported in Table S3 for each candidate. The highest-affinity aptamers from the family (V4) and rare sequence (V8) subsets respectively exhibited a calculated K_d of 2.8 nM ± 0.63 and K_d of 4.6 nM ± 0.6. In comparison, positive control aptamer SL2B exhibited a K_d of 18.7 nM in the same assay (Figure 2D). We hypothesize that our K_d measurement of the published aptamer is ~40 fold higher than the reported K_d due to differences in steric hindrance associated with our measurement techniques. In the initial publication describing this aptamer, the authors used an immobilized protein and surface plasmon resonance, whereas we used an immobilized aptamer and flow cytometry. These findings demonstrate that N2A2 can efficiently identify the optimal aptamer base modification for a given target, and isolate multiple aptamer candidates with low nanomolar target affinity in just a single automated run.
N2A2 enables screening for specificity

N2A2 can also be used to screen base-modified aptamers for specificity. In contrast to conventional aptamer screening procedures, which require counter-selection steps that add considerable time and labor and introduce further opportunities for bias,\textsuperscript{26} N2A2 enables us to simultaneously screen for affinity and specificity directly in a single experiment. As an initial demonstration of this capability, we developed a base-modified aptamer that can sensitively discriminate between two glycoforms of the same protein. Post-translational modifications such as glycosylation can profoundly alter the function of a protein, but it remains challenging to isolate affinity reagents that exhibit robust affinity and specificity for a particular proteoform. However, there is considerable value in developing such reagents—for example, a number of tumor-associated proteins display aberrant glycosylation profiles that could be exploited as diagnostic biomarkers or therapeutic targets.\textsuperscript{27} To demonstrate that our platform can achieve the specificity needed to discriminate between glycoforms, we used N2A2 to screen for tryptophan-modified aptamers that recognize fetuin but not asialofetuin. Fetuin is a glycoprotein found in the blood that is involved in the transport of diverse molecular cargos, including free fatty acids. It is decorated with sialylated N-linked and O-linked glycans\textsuperscript{28}, whereas asialofetuin is an alternative glycoform of this protein that is structurally similar to fetuin but does not contain sialic acid groups. We first performed a pre-enrichment procedure to expand the starting population of aptamer candidates. Briefly, this consisted of four rounds of positive (with fetuin) and negative SELEX (with asialofetuin) and two rounds of particle display—one with natural DNA, and one with W-modified DNA. We chose this modification because there is evidence that the aromatic ring of this amino acid can interact with saccharides.\textsuperscript{29}

We then used N2A2 to screen aptamer binding to 100 pM, 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM and 1 μM fluorescently labelled fetuin and asialofetuin in series. Then we ranked the affinities of the aptamers on the array based on fluorescence intensity (Figure 3A) and selected top seven candidates (Table S4). Next, we tested the specificity of these candidates by flow cytometry and found that three of our seven candidates showed binding for fetuin but not for asialofetuin (Figure S6). One of these three aptamers, fet4, showed excellent specificity, with a $K_d$ of 3 μM for fetuin but minimal binding to asialofetuin, such that a meaningful $K_d$ could not be determined (Figure 3B).
Figure 3 N2A2 can generate base-modified aptamers with excellent specificity. A) N2A2 measurements of fluorescence intensities of individual aptamer candidates with 1 μM fetuin. Sequences are ranked by
their fluorescence intensity at 100 nM. Arrow indicates fet4. B) Flow cytometry binding analysis of fet4 displayed on particles and incubated with fluorescently-labeled fetuin and asialofetuin. Average fluorescence intensity at each protein concentration is shown. C) N2A2 enables direct differentiation of highly target-specific aptamer clusters. A non-specific aptamer (top) shows strong insulin binding in buffer (left), but this signal disappears in serum (right). In contrast, a high-specificity aptamer (bottom) shows strong insulin binding in both buffer and serum. D) N2A2 screening of phenylalanine-modified aptamer library binding to fluorescently labeled insulin in buffer and E) 1% human serum. Black lines show the average fluorescence of each unique aptamer sequence. Orange region shows the negative control +/- 1 S.D. F) A flow cytometry-based bead-binding assay for the previously published aptamer IGA3 (blue) and the N2A2-identified aptamer ins24 (red) in buffer (dotted lines) and 1% human serum (solid lines). Only ins24 retains target binding in serum.

Next, we isolated a base-modified aptamer that can specifically bind to insulin in diluted human serum, a characteristic that would be essential in the context of a clinical detection assay. We selected a phenylalanine modification based on the crystal structure of the insulin receptor, which reveals that phenylalanine plays an important role in the hydrophobic pocket of the insulin-binding site. To identify high-specificity insulin aptamers, we screened a phenylalanine-modified aptamer library in buffer and 1% human serum on the N2A2. We performed pre-enrichment (one round each of positive and negative SELEX) to ensure we had multiple copies of each aptamer on the flow-cell. Figure 3C shows how nonspecific and specific aptamers can readily be discriminated with N2A2; when aptamers are non-specific, sequence clusters that fluoresce in buffer conditions disappear in serum, whereas target-specific clusters retain the same binding intensity in both conditions. We then measured the fluorescence intensity of the resulting base-modified aptamer clusters when incubated with 1, 10, and 25 µM insulin in buffer and 1% human serum (Figure 3D and E).

Our phenylalanine-modified library showed binding to fluorophore-labeled insulin in both buffer (Figure 3D) and 1% human serum (Figure 3E). Unexpectedly, the fluorescence intensity for both the aptamer library and the negative control sequence were higher when serum was included in the experiment. We hypothesize that the serum is acting as a blocking agent on the flow-cell. Under buffer conditions, the insulin could bind to other areas on the flow-cell and raise the background fluorescence, while under serum conditions, the flow-cell is coated with unlabeled serum proteins, such that the aptamer clusters appear brighter. As with our VEGF aptamers, we grouped our sequences into families based on a Levenshtein edit distance of 2 or less, which we then ordered by highest copy number (Figure S7). We then identified sequence families with greater relative mean intensities for 1 µM insulin in both buffer and 1% serum. Of the 120 families
with at least 10 members, families 1, 10, 17, and 43, showed high mean intensities relative to the other families in both conditions. We also defined ‘specificity fold-change’ as a heuristic to identify families that have high specificity (Figure S8) and determined that families 1 and 10 stood out by this metric. The consensus sequences of families 1, 10, 17, and 43 were therefore chosen as aptamer candidates (Table S5).

The resulting four aptamer candidates—ins19, ins20, ins22 and ins24—showed strong affinity for insulin in a flow cytometry-based fluorescence assay under serum conditions (Figure S9). As a positive control in our flow cytometry experiments, we employed a previously published DNA aptamer for insulin (IGA3) described by Yoshida et al. We compared the affinities of our base-modified aptamer and IGA3 via flow cytometry, and measured a roughly comparable $K_d$ of 2.56 μM and 12.7 μM for the two aptamers, respectively (Figure 3F). However, only ins24 retained this strong affinity for its target when we performed the same assay in serum. Our aptamer exhibited nearly unchanged insulin binding in these conditions, with a $K_d$ of 4.8 μM, whereas we were unable to obtain a meaningful $K_d$ measurement for IGA3 in the same conditions (Figure 3F, dotted blue line). Insulin is a polypeptide hormone made up of 51 amino acids (molecular weight 5.8 kDa), and the affinity of ins24 is typical for aptamers to polypeptide targets, which generally falls within the high nM to low μM range. However, it remains notable that this aptamer achieves such affinity in the context of human serum. These results therefore confirm our capacity to efficiently identify base-modified aptamers that exhibit both excellent affinity and specificity for their target in complex biological specimens.

**Mutational analysis with N2A2 offers insights into binding mechanism**

Aptamer binding site characterization can be a challenging task, typically requiring extensive and laborious truncation and point-mutant screens. Less than ten crystal structures have been resolved for aptamer-target complexes, and it has proven even more difficult to generate structural information about base-modified aptamers. N2A2 offers a highly efficient alternative to conventional mutagenesis assays, enabling the generation of comprehensive functional sequence-fitness landscapes for a myriad of base-modified aptamer variants. The deep characterization of mutants in this way allows us greater insight into how a base-modified aptamer interacts with its target. Drawing inspiration from chemical accessibility profiles and the mutate-and-map
strategy,\textsuperscript{38,39} we can use the resulting fitness heatmaps to infer areas of structural and functional importance.

As a demonstration, we explored the full affinity landscape of all single- and double-nucleotide mutants of ins24 in a single N2A2 run. We sequenced and characterized the binding performance of a custom synthesized pool of 7,141 unique aptamer sequences towards insulin in serum. Figure 4A shows a heatmap of the normalized fluorescence intensity readings for every single-nucleotide variant of ins24 with 1.6 \textmu{}M insulin in 1\% serum. Combining this information with secondary structure prediction\textsuperscript{40} for canonical base-pairing, we note that these mutations fall into four categories: 1) no change in secondary structure but improved binding (Figure 4B, red), 2) no change in secondary structure but decreased binding (Figure 4B, blue), 3) change in secondary structure and increased binding (Figure 4C, red), and 4) change in secondary structure and decreased binding (Figure 4D, blue).

The genotype-phenotype linkage can offer insights into why certain mutations improve or decrease insulin binding. For example, when position 18 is changed from G to T, the heatmap shows that the aptamer binds insulin with higher affinity. We noted that this mutation is predicted to result in a change in the aptamer secondary structure from two stem loops within the aptamer’s variable sequence (Figure 4B) to a single stem-loop (Figure 4C). On the other hand, when position 13 is mutated from a C to a G, we see a decrease in binding. In the predicted secondary structure, we see that one of the two stem loops in the variable region has shifted closer to the other, migrating towards the 3’ end of the aptamer (Figure 4D). These results strongly indicate that that these two bases play an important role in the secondary and tertiary structure of the aptamer, and may even have direct contact with insulin.
**Figure 4** A) Heatmap of the impact of single-nucleotide mutations on ins24 binding to 1.6 μM insulin in 1% insulin. Intensities are normalized relative to ins24. Red indicates increased intensity; blue indicates decreased intensity. Arrows indicate mutations discussed in the main text. B) Predicted secondary structure of ins24. Forward primer and reverse primer complement are colored in gray; N40 variable region is colored in yellow. Positions 2 (red) and 31 (blue) are highlighted as examples of mutations that respectively improve or weaken insulin binding without changing the structure. C) Predicted secondary structure of ins24 with a G-to-T mutation at position 18 (red) that enhances insulin binding. D) Predicted secondary structure of ins24 with a C-to-G mutation at position 13 (blue) that decreases insulin binding. E) Heatmap of the impact of all double mutants on binding of ins24 to 1.6 μM insulin in 1% serum, with data represented as in A. Each 3 x 3 square shows the nine possible mutants for a given position. Nucleotide substitutions are ordered A-T-G-C, not including the nucleotide in the original ins24 sequence.

N2A2 also offers an effective strategy for rapidly identifying mutations that contribute to an increase or decrease in binding even if no secondary structure change is predicted. For example, a G-to-T mutation at position 2 results in a decrease in binding intensity but no change in secondary structure (Figure 4B). This results in an additional phenylalanine modification, and we hypothesize that this may interfere in some way with the binding mechanism of the ins24 aptamer. This demonstrates that the arbitrary addition of more chemically-modified bases is insufficient to enhance target binding, and that a poorly-positioned modification can instead impede aptamer function.

We were likewise able to evaluate the binding characteristics every double-mutant of ins24 in the same N2A2 run (Figure 4E). Our data show a general increase in fluorescence intensity when positions 17–20 and 31–33 are mutated to other bases, which seems to be largely independent of the second mutation location. Mutations at position 15 from C to G, at position 21 from C to A, and at position 34 from T to G broadly resulted in a decrease in fluorescence intensity that was likewise largely independent of the second mutation. These results indicate that these bases may potentially represent key binding positions. We also observed that any double mutants that include positions 37–40 consistently exhibited a strong reduction in fluorescence intensity (Figure 4E). As shown in Figure 4B, these bases form part of a stem-loop with the reverse primer complement sequence. This stem loop appears to be key to target binding, based on the disruptive effects of these mutations and the fact that no second mutation can rescue insulin binding.

These results thus reinforce and expand on the interaction insights gleaned from single-mutant analysis. Such mutational landscapes could be deeply informative for assay design or the introduction of further modifications to base-modified aptamers, and in many cases could even yield aptamers with further optimized binding properties. In the case of ins24, the improvements...
we observed were relatively modest but clearly reproducible in other assays. For example, flow cytometry analysis of the double mutant Ins24_18A_31C (Table S5), in which G18 is replaced with A and T31 is replaced with C (Figure S10), showed a ~60% improvement in affinity in both buffer and serum. Thus, we believe N2A2 should generally offer an effective means for the further optimization of base-modified aptamer sequences to achieve superior binding characteristics.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a fully automated platform that allows for the rapid and efficient screening and characterization of millions of base-modified aptamers that achieve superior affinity and specificity relative to their natural DNA or RNA counterparts. Our N2A2 platform is designed around a lightly-modified Illumina MiSeq instrument, and exploits that technology’s sophisticated flow-cell and imaging apparatus to analyze vast arrays of base-modified aptamer candidates in situ, in a manner that directly couples binding data to defined sequences based on their position within the flow-cell. Since our approach relies on a click chemistry-based modification strategy, one can employ commercially available polymerase enzymes to incorporate virtually any base modification without meaningfully changing the experimental workflow.

As an initial demonstration, we showed that N2A2 can be used to compare the affinity of DNA aptamer libraries incorporating different base modifications in order to identify which confers superior affinity for the target protein VEGF. Our results show that tryptophan modification greatly enhances aptamer affinity for this target, enabling us to isolate a novel base-modified aptamer with four-fold greater affinity than a previously published natural DNA aptamer.

N2A2 can also be used to simultaneously screen base-modified aptamers on the basis of specificity as well as affinity. First, we demonstrated the capability to generate aptamers that can sensitively discriminate target from non-target molecules based entirely on the presence or absence of specific post-translational modifications. Our tryptophan-modified fet4 aptamer exhibited low-micromolar affinity for the glycoprotein fetuin, with negligible binding to asialofetuin—a variant of this glycoprotein that lacks sialic acid modifications. We also screened a library of phenylalanine-modified aptamers against insulin in both buffer and diluted serum, obtaining an aptamer that exhibits low micromolar affinity even in this complex medium, whereas a previously...
published aptamer with comparable affinity in buffer essentially loses its capacity to bind insulin in serum.

Finally, we show that N2A2 can be a powerful tool for characterizing the critical nucleotides that contribute to target binding in base-modified aptamer sequences. After performing a screen of every possible single- or double-mutant variant of one of our aptamers from the insulin experiment, we were able to home in on nucleotides that play a prominent role in determining affinity. Several mutants even exhibited modest improvements in affinity in serum, as confirmed by flow cytometry experiments, indicating that N2A2 could also facilitate further optimization of base-modified aptamers isolated after a first round of screening.

Although many studies have demonstrated the potential of base modification to extend the utility and performance of aptamers as affinity reagents, the adoption of base-modified aptamers has been limited to date by the technical challenges associated with their generation and characterization. By essentially automating the screening and characterization process, N2A2 promises to greatly simplify the generation of a broad range of high-performance base-modified aptamers, thereby expanding access to these powerful and promising reagents. Our approach requires only simple and straightforward modifications to a widely available sequencing instrument, and as such, we believe that N2A2 will accelerate the development of a highly optimized toolbox of affinity reagents for both clinical and basic research applications.
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